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Methodology

• Main objective: understand Quebec’s First Nations entrepreneurial 
ecosystem – but beyond a simple statistical  portrait

• Qualitative research : looking for people’s perspective to learn about what 
are the obstacles and what can be done to improve the situation

How to study entrepreneurship across different contexts?

• Studying
- 2 isolated communities
- 2 semi-urban communities

Credit: Tourisme autochtone



Research process

Initial research objectives 
1. What is the actual 

entrepreneurial ecosystem: 
what’s available and what is used

2. What is the actual synergy: what 
do people think and what is 
missing 

3. What are the challenges of 
supporting indigenous 
entrepreneurship

Data gathering
Secondary data: web sites

Interviews:
- 11 entrepreneurs
- 4 EDOs
Surveys
- 15 EDOs
- 26 entrepreneurs
2 Focus group
- A total of around 40 EDOs

Preliminary results from 
thematic analysis
Technical obstacles
Financial obstacles
Human obstacles
Ecosystem
Ideas and recommendations

2018 2019

2019

2020
Final results
Knowledge about what can be 
done to improve 
entrepreneurship for First 
Nations of Quebec



Communities economic development 
officers  (EDOs)

Entrepreneurs

- What does your work consist of?
- What are the characteristics of 

entrepreneurship in First Nations 
context?

- What kind of help would you need 
from FNQLEDC  to facilitate your work?

- Can you describe how you started your 
business?

- What are the characteristics of 
entrepreneurship in First Nations 
context?

- What kind of help would they need 
from FNQLEDC  to facilitate their 
work?

 Common answers
 Different perspectives



Technical obstacles

Language
French and 
English for 

outside
collaboration

Writing skills Business plan, 
licenses

Information 
access

Government 
procedures Financial access Indigenous 

success examples

Commercial 
buildings 

availability

Authorisation 
from local 

government 
needed

Competition 
between 

commercial and 
housing buildings

Management 
and 

administrative 
knowledge

EDOs uneven 
knowledge

Tax system 
knowledge Bookkeeping

Geographic 
isolation and 
distance from 

cities

Access for 
suppliers Cost of goods Limited market



Financial obstacles

Co
m

pl
ex

ity

Collateral issues (Indian Act)

Difficulty for bank loans access 

Personal savings needed

Local government authorisation is needed 
to access certain programs

Transparency for project selection and help 
on communities is criticized or is unknown 

by entrepreneurs 

Same!… 
but different



Human obstacles

Relation with 
non-indigenous

Mistrust of non-
indigenous

Difficulty for 
partnerships and 

networking

Uncomfortable in 
being evaluated

Hesitation of 
adopting non-

indigenous 
behavior

Making lots of 
profits and not 

sharing

Competitive 
behavior

Individualistic 
reasoning

Local 
competition

Local government is 
often seen as a 

competitor

Land, premises,  
funding, time of the 

EDOs

Trust of local 
government is 
needed from 

entrepreneurs to get 
help



Point of view differences 

According to EDOs

« Entrepreneurs don’t have the asset 
needed »

Entrepreneurs have a lack of business 
knowledge – so we have to write their 

business plan for them

Our job is to support 
entrepreneurship

According to 
entrepreneurs

All entrepreneurs met in the course of 
this study started their business with 

their own money 

EDOs often lack business knowledge –
so they use outside consultants

EDOs spend their time on local 
government business



Suggestion for 
FNQLEDC from 
EDOs: centralize 
information

• Funding repertoire
• Business plan models

• Canvas to fill– less writing 
• Different models for different 

business sector. Ex. Tourism, retail
• A way (platform) to share best 

practices and solutions



Suggestion for 
FNQLEDC from 
EDOs: more 
training

• How to develop and manage a microcredit 
program on our communities

• How to manage growth phase

• Doing partnerships with non-indigenous 
people: how to build an equal relationship with 
them

• Collaborations with universities (UQAM!) to 
improve post secondary education 
accessibility. For entrepreneurs, but also for 
EDOs so they have more tools to help 
entrepreneurs:

• Basic accounting
• Marketing
• Human resources
• Negotiation with suppliers



Suggestion for 
FNQLEDC from 
EDOs: more 
exchange

• A way for EDOs and entrepreneurs to exchange 
on best practices, solutions, problems, ideas, ...

• More indigenous entrepreneurship gatherings
• For EDOs and entrepreneurs



Discussion 

Do you think this 
portrait represents also 
what’s happening in 
your community?

What do you do or 
think it should be done 
to help private 
entrepreneurship?
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